Introduction.
In two previous notes [9] ,1 I stated some results which, in a general way, may be expressed as follows: If the Taylor series which represents an entire function satisfies a certain gap condition (which depends only on the order of F(z)), the zeros of F(z) -f(z) are not exceptional with respect to the proximate order of F(z) by any meromorphic function f(z) ^ w of lower order.
On the other hand, Mandelbrojt (see for instance [3, Theorem XXV] ) proves that an entire function represented by a Dirichlet series takes each value a j¿ «>, except at most one, in any horizontal strip of width greater than a quantity which depends only on the order (R) and on the upper density of the sequence of exponents of the series.
In the present note we shall prove some results closely related to those of my above mentioned notes and to that of Mandelbrojt just quoted. These results may briefly be stated as follows: If an entire function F(s) can be represented by a Dirichlet series satisfying certain gap conditions, the zeros of F(s)-a cannot be exceptional with respect to the proximate order (R) of F(s) in any strip of width greater than a quantity, determined by the order, for every value of o^«> without exception.
In §1 we shall deal with functions of finite order (R); in §2, we shall give results concerning functions of infinite order (R).
I think it will be of interest to remark that the theorems of the type of the well known Hadamard's theorem (which asserts that a Taylor series satisfying a specific gap condition cannot be continued analytically outside its circle of convergence) together with the results concerning relationship between gap properties and the position of the Julia lines, and again together with the results of my above mentioned notes and those contained in one of my papers [lO] , enable us to state the following general principle (without pretending that it holds for every case). By means of gap conditions in the Taylor series the disappearance of the possibility of the existence of the exceptional cases can be affirmed.
Therefore, the content of this paper may be regarded as a link
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use extending this general principle to the Dirichlet series. Finally, I wish to thank our colleague J. Save for the help he has given me when writing this work in English. 1 1.1. First of all I want to fix the meaning of a notation which will continuously be used. By e((r) will always be represented a positive quantity tending to zero when the variable (represented here by <r) tends to -oo ; but it must be borne in mind that, even in one formula, the notation e(<r) may represent different quantities, with only the common properties of being positive and that: limff!_«,e(<r)=0. It is evident, therefore, that t{a) means almost the same as o(l), but we have introduced the notation e(o) in order to show the variable and the limit to which it tends.
According to the custom the sequence {X"} will have, throughout the present paper, the following properties:
Let NÇK) be the greatest of the n such that X"<X. As in the present note we shall deal only with orders (R); in the following lines the R will be dropped and the orders simply called order and proximate order. where B0 depends only on p, Y, and h. holds.
First of all, without diminishing the generality, we can suppose that p(0î -6i)/ir is not an integer. Furthermore, we may also suppose that the strip F is \t\ gîr/2, that Y' is |f| ^ß, and that p is not an integer and is >1.
We shall write iKs) = *(«-). will hold, which is the result we had to prove.
1.4. Now we shall prove Theorem I. In order to simplify we shall suppose that the strip F is \t\ ^ir/2 and that, according to the hypothesis of the theorem, p> 1 ; this does not restrict the generality of the proof, because it is evident that it may be attained by means of linear transformation upon the variable s. Moreover, it is interesting to point out that, since D* < l/h, the series which represents F(s) will be absolutely convergent in the whole plane, since, according to a well known result, a Dirichlet series whose exponents form a sequence of finite upper density has its abscissa of convergence equal to its abscissa of absolute convergence; therefore, we are concerned with a case in which the definitions of order of F(s) are possible.
According to a result of Mandelbrojt [4, Theorem a] for any so = <T0-\-ito, inside the circle
where e is a given positive quantity, arbitrarily small, but fixed, there will exist a point s' at which6 then evidently, if a is smaller than a certain negative quantity, the value of n which makes maximum the expression:
log | o" I* -\n<r will be one of those which satisfy (1.4.3). As a consequence of (1.4.2), we shall conclude that, if a is smaller than a negative quantity, in the circle (1.4.1) there will exist a point s' at which the following inequality will hold: log |F(î')|>log^o
where d = D*(7 -3 log (hD*))+e. Moreover, according to Sugimura On the other hand, applying to F(s) -a Mandelbrojt's result which we have made use of several times, but keeping constant the value of n = n<¡ in such a way that a^^O, it will follow that, in the circles \t-ti\.£r-[WM)y (0< 0/(1-0)), there will exist a point s" at which (2 4 6) l0g 'F^ ~ a ' > l0g ' a"° ' ~ Xno<7*' ~ l0g A"<> -log (rL(r)) > -C[W(ai)]Hl-ß}la and since the value of y in Lemma 2 is arbitrary, we may suppose that y<0 and, as a consequence the inequalities (2.4.5) and (2.4.6) are incompatible, which proves the theorem. whatever the strip Y may be.
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